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special degree in mathematics, King’s College,

London
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Programmer with the Metropolitan Boroughs (Organisations

196?

Derek in charge of 9 programmers writing for a
computer
6

south London boroughs form

a

pilot

&

Methods Committee)

scheme on a

consortium for computer sgstems on
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a LED
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Chief Programmer for consortium
Chief Sgstems Analgst for consortium
Head of Computer Division of London Boroughs Management Services Unit

Assistant Director of
Computer
LOLA

is

LBMSU

Computer Division

division goes independent
formed, with Derek as Head of Computer Services.

Derek formulates, administers and judges the Local Government Chronicle ITBR

competition

Derek

retires

Thnf mac

due to health problems
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and

lives happilg ever after.
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Lolaites.
How

all

it

is to be able to

deal with shops which don't send

Christmas without
weighing every word, wondering about the best way
to say ”thank you " for the past year's work without

write to wish you
.

pleasant

11/12/85

for over

a Happy

arrangements with people

make

you?

just over £6
last example

said

the country and

Man

the town". Man was also very much responsible
for the unheated trains( both ways!) when I last came
up to the Brompton Hospital in November thus reinfor-

made

cing that sentiment and persuading me that I would
be unwise to attend the Lola Party as 1 had intended.
I hope that you have a splendid time. that the Cabaret
usual inventiveness and that no-one gets
arrested for transvestisism or being drunk and

shows

its

life (yes-I

blind bends at 80mph
the post doesn't arrive

till

you two hours to shop
the prices are bound to

increase once the tourist

sheltered
trips to our local

Let

shares to get some of our money back! The lump sum
now looks decidedly un-lumpy , in fact it would be
very difficult to detect the slightest bulge.

should

of D.I.Y.. evevthing is pure
gain. The West Dorset countryside is simply magnificent
with high chalkland and rolling valleys. One way out
of Corscombe is up Hackney Hill (sic) which is l in 5
and the reason why one

is advised to

have a

that you can still:get tradesmen who will deliver
buy eggs so fresh that they take 20min.to hardboil

Did you know

_4_

&

the

starts

season

these rural rekections

wishing you a
successful and prosperous New Year under your new
Directorand suggesting that at least some of you
me

end

make

it

your

New

Year

by

Resolution to

come

to

see us. Claire and I will look forward to that!
All our very best wishes

M&<Im

Derek

larger

than normal deep freeze for the one Winter in seven
that the village gets cut off -and there was I thinking
that I had finally escaped from the Inner City influence

9-15am

paper on Sunday not till 10-30am
a bus to Yeovil goes every Friday and gives

had led a

trials

large whole grilled

the country lanes are full of 2mile an hour
tractors or red car drivers hurtling round

existence) and making so many
"Payless" for wood and grummets and widgets and things
to put up shelves that we decided to buy some Marley

Apart from the

a

Plaice- all the fish having been brought from France
that morning.
However we don't want too many more coming to settle
so I must also tell you that:there's no Sainsburys nearer than Taunton

been doing down in Dorset since Oct 8th?
Well I suppose the best answer is trying to get the
car into the garage. I made it just over a week ago
but not without having to buy a Black & Decker for the
my

q

4

was

marinieres and I had

Moules

What have I

time in

a

only yesterday when we went
to Bridport to get the car serviced. Claire had

The

disorderly.

first

2—”

lady's wash. blow-dryand cut for £6.h0
at the best hairdressers ( Claire-not meb
buy a super lunch for two including drinks for

get

Somebody once

agreed

who keep

appointments

sounding too pompous and how to encourage you to
stay for another year's punishment! There you never
realised that so much thought used to go into it did
" God made

their bills

10 weeks

P.S.

As

its

&

Claire Schartau

you can see the

keep-

typewriter is really earning

this is the 8th ribbon!

